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Quote“My...placement has 
been immensely 
rewarding and 

allowed me to gain 
the vital experience 

necessary to compete 
in a competitive jobs 

market...”

Matthew Rutter
Law
Citizens Advice Bureau

Tell us about your placement provider:
The Citizens Advice Bureau is an independent, impartial, 
confidential charity that specialises in giving free advice to 
people in need.

How did you secure your placement?
I applied through the Work Based Learning Placement Adverts. 
I attended an interview with a WBL Placment Coordinator and 
at the bureau itself.

What did you do on placement?
I trained as an adviser, giving advice to a broad range of clients on a number of different issues from debt 
to discrimination.

What new skills have you developed?
During my placement I have greatly developed my communication and research skills through dealing with 
a huge variety of clients from all kinds of backgrounds. I have been able to develop these skills in a manner 
impossible through academic study alone, particularly researching information under the pressure of time 
and client expectation. Working at the CAB has greatly expanded my knowledge not only of the law itself 
in the areas of employment, consumer, and family, but also how things like the benefits system works.

What have you learnt about yourself?
I am capable of interacting with people from different backgrounds and giving quality advice under the 
pressures of time and client expectation.

How will this placement help your future career plans?
My placement has greatly helped me develop the skills I would need for a future career as a solicitor, and 
has provided vital experience that will allow me to be competitive amongst other graduates in my field. 
Work Based Learning has opened the door to me continuing to volunteer with the CAB over the summer 
in order to develop these skills further, and potentially qualify as a 
specialist adviser in the future.

Do you have any advice for future WBL students?
Choose a placement in your desired field that you may not initially feel 
completely confident doing due to the perceived difficulty of it. You 
will greatly develop your skills and it will open doors for you in the 
future!


